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Pre-programmed  
sensors from  
Perfect EQUIPMENT
TPMS service with Perfect EQUIPMENT sensors
- there is no easier way! 

The sensor, which is pre-programmed for individual 
vehicle models, is relearned to the vehicle in the same 
way as the original sensor after installation in the 
wheel. Service completed, no further time required!

With its high vehicle coverage, the sensor is a low-cost
alternative to original sensors - simply perfect.

 ■ NO PROGRAMMING NEEDED

 ■ HIGH VEHICLE COVERAGE
       current vehicle coverage under
        www.perfectequipment.com/en/service/downloads

 ■ FREE SERVICE HOTLINE
       +49 (0) 931-32104-444



OER SENSOR

PRE-PROGRAMMED

Select vehicle - install - relearn - done!
Save time and money and use the ready-to-install OER sensors 
from PE — the efficient alternative to the original sensors of 
the original equipment manufacturers! With the OE replacement 
sensors from Perfect EQUIPMENT, no sensor programming or 
configuration is required anymore.

HIGH VEHICLE COVERAGE

Everything from a single source
At Perfect EQUIPMENT you will find the right sensor for the most 
common vehicles since the introduction of the RDKS obligation! 
With the high vehicle coverage of our OER sensors you can cover 
all volume models from 2014. New vehicle models will be added 
promptly.

OE FUNCTIONALITY

OE performance and function
Perfect EQUIPMENT sensors are subject to demanding OE 
quality standards before release. The pre-assembled and pre-
programmed TPMS sensors thus represent an inexpensive and 
interesting 1:1 alternative to the OEM sensor with equivalent 
functionality.

OE Replacement 
Sensors
All advantages at a glance

INSTALL - RELEARN - GO!

SUPPORTS ALL RELEARN
PROCEDURES

VALVES WITH EXCELLENT
CORROSION PROTECTION

SERVICE KITS AVAILABLE
AS SPARE PARTS

PRODUCT DETAILS

Article number
0401-0122-XXX
Sensor silver 251 - 299*
Sensor black 751 - 799*

Maximum pressure 8 bar / 115 psi

Sensor warranty 36 months or 60.000 km

Packaging units 4 pieces

* Please check the exact vehicle type in the cover list.


